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Summary :

Thermal striping is a complex phenomenon involving
incomplete mixing of hot and cold jets of fluid near a component
surface , thus submitted to random fast temperature fluctuations.
Because of his nature, the zones where thermal striping can occur in
a fast breeder reactor are well known; these areas can suffer fatigue
damage.

It has been studied by several authors and some ther-
momechanical design rules against this fatigue damage have been
proposed. In the french point of view, the problem is the determina-
tion of the margin between the mean and the design strain con-
trolled fatigue curves, giving the allowable maximum temperature
range that a component can sustain during his life without crack ini-
tiation.

The purpose of this paper is the presentation of litterature
results ( particularly on uniaxial smooth specimens ) concerning the
effects of different factors such as surface finish, environment, weld-
ments, ageing, scatter of fatigue results, prior high strain cycling ...
on the high temperature fatigue life, which are of first importance
for the determination of design factors in case of thermal striping.
The remaining question is the combination of these factors.
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For the analysis of thermal striping test results, it is of great
interest and importance to compare the crack initiation cycles and to
use a coherent strain for uniaxial and equibiaxial fatigue results, as
we show in the interpretation of FAENA and SPLASH tests ( per-
formed respectively by Y. Bergamaschi and B. Marini ). An
analysis based on elastic calculations as proposed in the RCCMR
design code gives a good correlation, despite the ambiguous choice
of some coefficients in best fit analysis. This problem disappears
entirely in case of high cycles/ low temperature variations.

Then we present a strategy for the accomplishment of
simplified thermal striping tests on the FAENA sodium loop in view
of acquiring a better design factor knowledge. With this experimen-
tal program, we intend to study the interaction of some factors,
representative of the existing french fast breeder reactors, expecting
that their interaction is less damaging that the multiplication of each
factor studied.
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1. Introduction.

Recently, studies of the thermal striping phenomena
have started again at CEA Cadarache. It was a requirement of
the operating's authorities ( Phenix and Superphenix ), aware
this potential damage is actually not well understood. Of course,
it exists some specific design rules as the one Y. Bergamaschi
[1] has proposed. These rules all lead to an allowable maximum
temperature variation of about 40 °C in case of thermal striping,
that means 30 years of life duration for LMFR power station.

The accuracy of this limit should be tested and then only
it could be increased, perhaps for some precise places of
LMFR's. In fact, the objectives of this work are the following :

to demonstrate that actual LMFR's components are safe from
thermal striping cracks.

to develop a new design rule and to test the others in view
of the building of future LMFR's.

This paper deals with the study of a strategy to take in
account thermal striping damage in LMFR's.

First, we present litterature results on 316/316L uniaxial
fatigue curves and thermal striping programmes to evaluate mar-
gins between best fit and design fatigue curves.
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The assumption is made that each parameter effect (scatter
of fatigue results, surface finish, ageing, prior high strain cycling,
weldments, ...) must be multiplied to obtain the design factor.

But it appears the need of a more physical approach with
simultaneously tested parameters which must be also more represen-
tatives of LMFR's operating conditions.

2. Litterature studies on thermal striping (316L).

This part concerns the previous studies of thermal strip-
ing carried out on the 316L stainless steel.

2.1 FAENA experiments

They have been performed at CEA Cadarache on thick
316L tubes (22 mm of thickness) by Y. Bergamaschi.

Hot and cold jets of sodium were alternatively injected
into the internal channel of the specimens at a fixed frequency
between 0.07 and 0.3 Hz. The specimen surface was then sub-
mitted to thermal shocks of constant amplitudes. It should be
noted there is a gradient of temperature and strain variation
along the axis of the tube, leading to a decrease of crack density
and depth.

Metallographic examinations of samples with Optical
and Scanning Electron Microscopes have given the axial position
of the last crack of 50 |im depth. Y. Bergamaschi made elastic
finite element calculations of the tests with DELFINE and INCA
codes, and then he applied the RCCMR procedure to determine
the equivalent strain variation corresponding to the position of
the last crack.
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Let us recall that in case of rapid fluctuations of tempera-
ture at a component surface, the equivalent strain variation is :

*-i f [
3 1-v

with v < v < 0.5

But for a more precise comparison with the inert environ-
ment uniaxial fatigue curve established in the chapter 3, we divided
the equivalent strains by the k factor (k = — [1+v]). The results are

presented on the figure 1. It can be seen a good agreement between
the data for the FAENA one level tests. Also, it confirms a prior
high strain fatigue cycling is detrimental to the further high cycle
fatigue life.

The main critic concerns the very high prior fatigue damage
that was applied, which is not representative of reactor conditions.

2.2 SPLASH experiments

They have been realized at CEA Saclay by B. Marini on
thick 316L SPH plates (30 mm of thickness).

The two opposite faces were simultaneously heated by Joule
effect and then cooled by an air/water mixing at a frequency of 0.25
Hz, so it was thermal shocks of constant amplitudes. The cracking
initiation was examined by direct observation of the faces with a
binocular. Because it is not a very accurate method, it can be seen
that the results are a bit moved to the right in comparison with the
initiation fatigue curve in air on the figure 2 ( cracks initiate and
grow before their detection ).
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The equivalent strain range was calculated from the previ-
ous formula as the results of finite element simulations performed
by B. Marini were very close.

In addition, it may be remarked the SPLASH experimental
results confirm a surface finish effect on the fatigue life (the results
are not on the figure 2).

3. Studies of margins between best fit and design fatigue curves
(316/316L).

In relation to a design rule elaboration, the first idea we
can have consists of studying the effects of parameters on the
fatigue curve such that:

• surface finish
• ageing
• prior high strain cycling
• environment
• weldments
• mean stress
• initiation and rupture differences
• scatter of fatigue results
• irradiation

and then to multiply them as shown on figure 3. So we could
obtain the margin between mean and design fatigue curves.
That's why we present in a first approach a litterature study of
uniaxial fatigue experiments on 316L steel at 550-600 °C (it's
the maximum temperature in fast reactors).
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3.1 environment

The metal oxydation is intended to act at intermediate
failure cycles and high temperatures : at very low cycles, there is
not enough time for oxydation to appear; at very high failure cycles
there is only few interaction between microscopic plasticity and
oxydation ( in addition, the tests are carried out at very high fre-
quencies that reduce the gap between inert and oxydizing environ-
ment data). Several authors (ref. [2] to [7]) have studied these
phenomena and we present their results on the figure 4. It may be
seen a good consistency between all the results. The fatigue tests
performed in an inert environment (vacuum, sodium, helium...)
show an improved fatigue life duration.

3.2 scatter of fatigue results

We must not forget to take in account the scatter of the
fatigue experiments in the margins.

In the case of Superphenix, we should take a factor of 1.5
on the strain according to the European data bank builded by M.
Mottot and M. Reger [8]. In another cases, the scatter seems to be
lesser, and close to 1.25 (D.S. Wood [6]).

3.3 thermal ageing

D.S. Wood [6] has tested the effect of ageing a material and
concluded to the lowering of the strain range (1.20) in the case of
long ageing time and rather low experimental strains (figure 5).

3.4 initiation and rupture differences

The crack length to initiation is a very important parameter
in case of thermal striping for which it exists very high temperature,
stress and strain gradients at component surface. This imply to
choose a short crack length as definition of the initiation ( for 316L
type steels, we choose 50 \im depth, which is roughly the grain
diameter).
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C. Levaillant [2] found a relation between initiation and
failure cycles for 316L steels at 600 °C. It was determined by
means of SEM striation counting on the crack surface. By the
assumption that a striation spacing was equal to the crack advance
per cycle, he established :

= Nr - l2Nr
062 0.226/V,09 + 185

We applied this relation to the fatigue results in inert
environment (chapter 3.1) and to the best fit curve in air obtained
by M. Mottot [8]. This gave us the reference curves of the figure 6
used for the interpretation of FAENA and SPLASH experiments
(chapter 2.1 and 2.2).

3.5 prior cycling in high strain fatigue

It represents the operating cycles of LMFR's (start up / nor-
mal, rapid, emergency ... shutdown) producing thermal fatigue
damages. Li relation to the 316L steels, a prior high cycle fatigue
damage has no effect on further high strain fatigue. It is well known
that a prior high strain fatigue damage is detrimental to the subse-
quent high cycle fatigue life (but only in case of elevated prior
damage. It could be the contrary for very low prior damage).

Y. Bergamaschi found a maximum lowering factor of 1.30
on the high cycle fatigue, due to prior high strain fatigue damaging
(see figure 1).

3.6 surface finish

Any mechanical engineer knows poor surface finish is detri-
mental to the fatigue life of structures.
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In connexion with the 316 type steels, D.S. Wood [6] car-
ried out experiments on uniaxial fatigue specimens and found speci-
mens machined with 0.5 Jim Center Line Average can sustained
more cycles than specimens with worse surface finish (6.4 Jim
CLA). It was approximately a lowering of 1.25 on the strain for a
rough surface finish. This is close to the experimental results of B.
Marini leading to a lowering factor of 1.15 with regard to surface
finish worse than 5 u,m CLA.

3.7 weldments

The weldments can reduce the fatigue life from several
ways

combination of residual stresses with service stresses
stress concentration due to geometrical effect
welding defects
metallurgical notch effect (inefficient in case of local thermal
loadings)

They have been extensively studied in the past but are
not yet fully understood. So we have made a review of littera-
ture studies on the subject and we have found the following
lowering factors :

• 1.15 for longitudinal welds (parallel to testing axis, figure 7)
• 1.35 for transversal welds (perpendicular to testing axis,

figure 8)

Let us remark the scatter around these average values
are lesser than base metal best fit curve scatter. Finally, it is not
obvious to choose the available factor in case of local thermal
loadings.
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4. Working out of a thermomechanical design rule for thermal
striping.

To conclude the litterature review and the first proposed
approach , it should be noted that we calculate a margin equal to
3.8 between best fit and design fatigue curve according to the
multiplication of:

1.20 of lowering for ageing (up to 84000 h at 565 °C)
1.20 of lowering for rough surface finish (> 5 |im CLA)
1.50 of lowering for 316L SPH scatter
1.35 of lowering for "transversal" welds
1.30 of lowering in case of prior high strain cycling

Although it takes not in account mean stress and irradia-
tion effects, this first approach leads to an unacceptable tempera-
ture variation limit in case of thermal striping, for two reasons :

some effects are not representatives of LMFR's operating
conditions (too elevated prior high strain fatigue damage,
scatter of 316L SPH unavailable in case of Phenix reactor,
rough surface finish unavailable for Superphenix...).
the parameters must be simultaneously tested because one
could act before the others, or one could obliterate another. It
should be hoped no interaction in this case and then not all
factors would be multiplied.
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Thus, we propose a more physical approach based on exper-
iments with some representative parameters (and simultaneously
tested) of LMFR's operating conditions.

In addition, we could rely on some possible beneficial
effects :

- high mean stresses during LMFR's operating which are often
compressive on the component side at the maximum tem-
perature. They may be preponderant in case of high cycle
fatigue.

- very low prior high strain fatigue damage (representative of
reactor) could extend further high cycle fatigue life by a well
known hardening effect.

- some parameters could be redundant, especially ageing and
irradiation. That should be studied by further litterature
review.

Also, we are expecting some potential detrimental
effects such that weldment geometries in the case of Phenix.

An experimental programme will be performed in the
sodium loop FAENA at CEA Cadarache in view of testing the
accuracy and trying to increase the actual allowable maximum
temperature variation in case of thermal striping (which is actu-
ally of about 40 °C), with the strategy defined just before.
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5. Conclusion

The litterature review of thermal striping and uniaxial
fatigue experiments in relation to the 316L type steels seems to
show the necessity to apply a new strategy taking in account
thermal striping damages in LMFR's. This strategy, based on an
experimental programme, consists of testing representative
parameters of LMFR's operating conditions, and, as much as
possible, testing them simultaneously. For the moment, it will
not lead strictly speaking to a new design rule, rather to a more
physical approach, although conservative, valid for some precise
places of reactors where thermal striping can occur.
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figure 1 : results of FAENA experiments carried out by Y. Ber-
gamaschi, compared with the reference initiation curve in inert
environment. FAENA 2 means 2 levels of cyclic strain ranges.
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figure 2 : results of SPLASH experiments carried out by B.
Marini, compared with the reference initiation curves in air and
inert environment. SPLASH 2 means 2 levels of cyclic strain
ranges.
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figure 3 : assumption made in the first design approach. The
effects are supposed multiplicatives.
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figure 4 : mean results of several authors about the effect of
environment on type 316 steel fatigue curve.
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figure 5 : results of D.S. Wood concerning the effect of ageing
the material on type 316 steel fatigue curve.
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figure 6 reference initiation curves
obtained from the relation established

(50 (im crack depth)
by C. Levaillant, the

results of M. Mottot and M. Reger, and the results of several
authors on inert environment fatigue curve.
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figure 7 : factor J of strain range lowering in case of weldments
loaded longitudinally in 316 strain controlled fatigue at hieh
temperature (550 °C).
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figure 8 : factor J of strain range lowering in case of weldments
loaded transversally in 316 strain controlled fatigue at high tem-
perature (550 °C).
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